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Introduction
Welcome to the Regiments of Renown (RoR) event rules pack, brought to you by the Tale of Four Geeks
(T4G).
Of course, the rules in the rules pack are adapted from the basic format set out by the official Games
Workshop (GW) event at Warhammer World. (I do not take any credit for the RoR rules and have simply
reprinted many of them here with my own additions or alterations!) As with any rules pack or “comp”,
this altered set of rules attempts to rebalance the RoR rules set to some extent to make it even more
fun to play in a somewhat competitive event.
Any changes made to the original rules set will be outlined on the Tale of Four Geeks website to make it
easy for players who already have an understanding of the original rules to apply the changes to play
under the T4G system.
The development of this pack will be on-going based on community feedback. If you have any
suggestions, or spot an issue, get in touch.
Please provide any feedback to TaleOfFourGeeks@gmail.com, or on Twitter @TaleOfFourGeeks
We sincerely hope you enjoy playing under these rules, and look forward to hearing your tales of
battle!
Cheers,
Jon Kerr (@Jon_Kerr_T4G)

If you would like to read the original GW rules pack, it can be found here: http://www.gamesworkshop.com/MEDIA_CustomProductCatalog/m3080051a_Regiment_Pack_(2).pdf
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Regiments of Renown
In the Warhammer World, the constant waging of wars are not confined to huge battles raging across
vast expanses with thousands of troops in each army. There are many fireside tales told of small bands
of warriors performing heroic deeds all across the Old World.
Skirmishes on the fringes of a larger battle, assassination missions behind enemy lines, two warbands
duking it out for their share of the loot after a larger battle, drunken city brawls or heroic last stands
from the long pursued survivors of a larger battle; these may well be the best stories ever told in
Warhammer, and the Regiments of Renown pack provides a set of rules for playing Warhammer on a
smaller scale.
Since a Regiment consists of 3-20 models, the Regiments of Renown games provide the perfect
opportunity to push yourself with painting and conversions. Each model could even be given a name,
and a background, and a personality. For example, your Empire Halberdier, rather than just being a
nameless face in a regiment of 40 models, could be “Hans Schutze”, an Empire citizen who lost his
family to an Orc raid and has vowed to hunt them down, but become lost in the bottom of mead bottle.
Your model might represent this character, with a beer bottle attached to his waist and a suitably
drunken looking head chosen. Further along in the pack we’ll take a look at some examples of existing
Regiments to give you some ideas.
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Building your Regiment
Writing an “army list” for the Regiment of Renown system is subject to the following restrictions and
leniencies:





















Your Regiment must have all its models chosen from one Warhammer Army Book (including
the Chaos Dwarf list from Tamurkhan).
You may purchase individual models from units in your Army Book, ignoring any unit size
restrictions. These then form separate units on the battlefield which cannot join together.
You may spend up to 100 points on your Regiment.
Your regiment must contain a minimum of 3, and a maximum of 20, models in total.
No model may have more than 3 wounds.
A maximum of 25% the models in your Regiment may be armed with ranged weapons of any
kind (rounding down). eg/ A Regiment of 8 models can have up to 2 models with ranged
weapons and a Regiment of 9 models can have up to 2 models with ranged weapons.
Your regiment is subject to the normal Warhammer Fantasy army composition restrictions
(≥25% Core, ≤50% Special, ≤25% Rare)
You may purchase weapon and armour upgrades for the models from their army lists’ entry of
available upgrades on an individual basis.
No other upgrades may be taken such as Fanatics, Sneaky Skulkers, Assassins, Nets, Weapon
Teams etc. Marks of Chaos, Longbeards, Rangers and Orc Big ’Uns are permitted with the usual
restrictions.
You may not upgrade models to Unit Champions, Standard Bearers or Musicians under any
circumstances, even if permitted to do so for free.
You may have a maximum of one model in your Regiment with the Fly special rule.
The Rules for Duplicate Choices do not apply.
You may not use the rules for Allies.
You may not choose any Lords or Heroes.
You may use any in print and current Warhammer Fantasy Battle Army Book as well as any
current and official updates in White Dwarf.
Ethereal models may not be taken.
You may not take War Machines of any kind (they are rather unsuited to scouting missions).
Wood Elf players may take a set of trees as normal.

Note: The Regiment of Renown system entirely removes the magic phase, so put your Pink Horrors
back in the box!
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Dogs of War
In order to represent the grizzled veterans of your Regiment, you may upgrade three models to Dogs of
War.
Each Dog of War is an experienced and hardened warrior in your Regiment who have a lifetime of
battlefield experience with which to show the young’uns “how its done”.
To represent these characters, each Dog of War may choose a piece of Veteran’s Kit using the following
rules:




Each Dog of War may take one piece of Veterans Kit.
Each Dog of War may only have one piece of Veterans Kit.
Each piece of Veterans Kit may only be taken once.

None of the Veteran’s Kit items are magical in any way. Each Dog of War prizes his Veteran’s Kit item
above all else, and as such, given a choice over which weapon to use, he will always default to using his
Veteran’s Kit (even over a Magical Weapon!).

VETERAN’S KIT
Veteran’s Kit

Effect

The Blade of Prescient Perfection: This blade has been
lovingly restored by its owner after every battle. Every nick,
notch and scratch has been repaired time and again to
produce a weapon that responds to the wielders swings with a
mind of its own.

Hand Weapon. Grants the wielder the Always Strikes First
Special Rule.

Kraggis’ Pick: A large serrated Pick, this weapon has a
reputation as vicious as its surly owner.

Hand Weapon: The wielder of the Pick gains the Armour
Piercing Special Rule.

El Grobis’ Mask of the Fearsome Renown: The Legendary
Goblin Assassin El Grobi was infamous for his leering black
leather mask. The fact that simultaneous sightings of El Grobi,
in areas close to a thousand miles apart, has done nothing to
detract from the seeping anxiety caused by the sight of this
killers mask.

The bearer causes Fear.

The Brand of Accusation: Used to light campfires at night and
witches during the day, the humble flaming brand as ever
been a weapon of choice to those who fi ght in the dark places
of the Old World.

The bearer has Flaming Attacks for the purposes of both close
combat and shooting.

Wrong in the Head: The warrior sports a large, swollen lump
on his forehead, the prize of a previous battle, which has left
him frothing with uncontrollable rage for ever more.

The bearer has the Frenzy Special Rule.

The Totem of Bilious Curses: The bearer of this totem sits by
the fire at night, brooding over past wrongs and muttering fell
oaths of vengeance against those that wronged him.
The Horn of Ribald Tomfoolery: Crafted in order to mock the
enemy as much as to signal a retreat, the bearer does more
than just laugh in the face of death!

The bearer has the Hatred Special Rule.

The Spiky Shoulder Plates: Brutal and efficient (and often
quite rusty), many of the cruder races in the Old World believe
that charging headlong into the enemy should be rewarded
with a similarly satisfying impact.

The bearer gains the Impact Hits (1) Special Rule.

The bearer has the Immune to Psychology Special Rule.
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Veteran’s Kit
Drogg’s Decapitator: Regiments often punish their own,
outside of the normal Military structure, in order to “clean
house”. Offences punishable by death are few and far
between, but every once in a while, a headsman is called for
and it is with this massive serrated axe that the deed is done.

Effect
Two Handed. The wielder gains the Killing Blow Special Rule.

Stabby’s Rusty Stikka: There are few weapons more maligned
than a rusty blade – the risk of infection far outweighing the
actual physical damage it can cause.

Hand Weapon. The wielder gains the Poisoned Attacks Special
Rule.

Club Wiv a Nail In’: This mace was made from the purest
warpstone, cooled in human blood and forged deep within the
daemon forges of the Zharr Kahrank using stolen dwarven
runes and Elfen enchantments. All these enchantments were
then subsequently destroyed when an enterprising Orc raider
decided to ‘improve’ it by driving a nail through the top, but it
is an effective weapon nonetheless, if a little unpredictable.

Two Handed. The wielder gains the Random Attacks (d6)
Special Rule.

The Scaled Boots of Delayed Alacrity: Used to run away and
charge forth in equal measure these boots have never quite
figured out if they are coming or going.

The bearer gains the Random Movement (2d6) Special Rule.

The Dashing Cloak of Heroic Renown: A cloak made from the
remnants of captured regimental standards, the bearer has
often taken blows that would kill a normal mortal, only to
shrug them off with a flourish and a mirthful grin.

The bearer gains the Regeneration (5+) Special Rule.

Steel Lined Cloak: An old Veterans Trick, this cloak has been
lined with steel bars in order to increase its protective
qualities. This tends to make it less useful as a blanket during
the long cold nights of the Old World, but any veteran still
alive considers the compromise worth the odd shiver.

The bearer gains the Scaly Skin (6+) Special Rule.

Spiky Knee Pads: Even the most fell of creatures have
vulnerable areas, which any veteran worth their salt will be
swift to take advantage of, and these viciously spiked knee
pads were designed to do just that.

The bearer gains the Stomp Special Rule.

The Shield of Stubborn Refusal: Rumoured to have been hewn
from a Dwarfen Oathstone this reddish stone shield has never
been passed on, it has always been recovered from the body
of the previous owner, more often than not surrounded by the
corpses of his enemies.

The bearer gains the Stubborn Special Rule.

The Worn Boots of Unseemly Haste: Survivors of battle will
attest to the effectiveness of a swift charge, and an equally
swift retreat if things go wrong.

The bearer gains the Swiftstride Special Rule.

The Regimental Standard: Throughout the ages, standards
have flown above the battlefields of the Old World both in
defeat and in victory. Whether it be a hand woven silk
masterpiece or a hulking big rock with a face hacked into it,
the Regimental Standard is a rallying point for any member of
the Regiment.

Any member of the owning Regiment must re-roll all failed
panic tests within 12" of the Banner.
Please note your leader cannot take the Regiment Standard
Veterans Kit.

The Regimental Musician: The Regimental Musician is one of
the most important members of the unit. It is the Musician
that wakes the Regiment in the morning, sounds the advance,
the charge and the retreat. The instrument used varies
dependant on race, but a gong, drum, bell or just an insanely
loud voice are common in most races across the Old World.

You must re-roll failed Rout tests if the bearer is alive.

Hand Crafted Ammo: Silver bullets, blessed arrows, handmade shot with oaths of vengeance inscribed on the tips – the
list is as endless as the veterans who take the time to make
each shot a personal message of pain to the intended victim.

The wielder of this ammunition does not suffer the penalty to
hit for fi ring a weapon at long range.
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Veteran’s Kit
The Last Chance: A cursed device, The Last Chance has many
forms. In Khazalid it is known as “Final Spite” and is shot made
from carved dragons teeth with vicious runes of undoing
carved into them. In Elvish it is known as “The Final Whisper of
Deaths Passing” and is often a long, black fletched arrow
inscribed with spells of the most malefic kind. For most
however it is The Last Chance, a hate-filled weapon of last
resort which burrows deep into the flesh and then spreads oily
black poison throughout the target, vitrifying veins and rotting
flesh until the unlucky target is nothing more than a ragged
pulpy mess on the ground.

Effect
One Use Only. Declare you will use The Last Chance before
Rolling to Hit. Should you choose to fi re The Last Chance, you
may double the range of your weapon. If the shot hits, it will
automatically wound with no armour saves allowed. If your
ranged weapon has the Multiple Shots or the Multiple
Wounds special rule ignore these rules for this shot – the
power of The Last Chance

Note: If you take a piece of Kit which grants a special rule on a model that already
has that rule there is no additional effect. Don’t waste them!
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The Leader
Note: Your Leader may also be a Dog of War but be warned there is a risk as this will make him quite
the valuable target, as you will see in the Victory Points section of the scenario rules. Only the most
impressive and awe-inspiring warriors should be both a Leader AND Dog of War and your model choice,
conversion and paint job should represent this!
Every regiment has a Leader, whom the other warriors look to for guidance, inspiration, or just to show
them how the ‘ead kickin’ is done best!
Your leader must be the model with the highest (or joint highest) leadership value in your regiment.





If you wish, you may upgrade your Leader to a Unit Champion of the appropriate type, for the
appropriate cost.
Your Leader gains +1 Wound. You will not benefit t from the extra wound if your Leader would
then become a four wound model, so choose wisely!
Your leader gains the “Inspiring Presence” Rule from page 107 from the Warhammer
Rulebook.
Your Leader may choose up to 20 points of Magic Items from the Warhammer Rulebook
following all the normal rules. (Pages 173 – 177). These points do not come from your 100
point Regiment allocation and are “free” – your Leader needs to be special, after all! (If your
Leader is only equipped with Claws/Teeth/Fangs or some other such “non-weapon” that for all
intents and purposes counts as a hand weapon, then you may still buy him Magic Weapon
from the list.)

Note: Don’t forget, if you do choose to upgrade your leader to a Champion, they may have access to
extra wargear such as Hochland Longrifles, braces of pistols, etc. You may purchase these from your 100
points as normal, but you may not purchase any magic items they may be allowed – this is covered
already by their 20pt allocation.

BORN SURVIVOR
If your Leader is killed during a game, it is assumed that, while they can no longer take part in the
battle, they aren’t actually “dead” – just badly wounded. But fear not, they’ll recover in time for the
next game, so they keep their upgrades from game to game!
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LEADER PROGRESSION CHART
Your leader will learn from each and every battle and as his experience grows, so too does his combat
prowess!
At the end of EVERY game you must roll 2d6, add on the number of models your Leader killed in the
last game (dealt the final wound to a model) to the result, and consult the chart below. Your Leader
may still roll for an upgrade even if he/she/it died – see the “Born Survivor Rule above:
(2d6 + Leader’s
Kills last game)
2–3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14+







Result
Master Scout - Your Leader gains +1 Movement
Iron Arm - Your Leader gains +1 Strength
Hard Bitten - Your Leader gains +1 Toughness
Ferocious Blows - Your Leader gains +1 Attack
Master at Arms - Your Leader gains +1 Weapon Skill or +1 Ballistic Skill
Heroic Resolve - Your Leader gains +1 Leadership
Master at Arms - Your Leader gains either +1 Weapon Skill or +1 Ballistic Skill
Lightning Reflexes - Your Leader gains either +1 Movement or +1 Initiative
True Grit - Your Leader gains either +1 Strength or +1 Toughness
Lord of Battle - Your Leader gains either +1 Attack or +1 Wound
Living Legend - Your Leader gains either +1 Wound, +1 Attack, +1 Strength or +1
Toughness.
Mythic Warrior - Your Leader gains +1 to a statistic of your choice.

When you gain an upgrade, note it on your Leader Record Sheet and have your opponent
initial it in the appropriate place.
Each Statistic may only be upgraded a maximum of twice. (eg. +2 Weapon Skill or +2 Strength)
Note that you may not go above three wounds under any circumstances.
If you cannot upgrade a Statistic any further you may re-roll until you get a statistic you may
increase.
If you have a choice between two Statistics and one of the choices is not allowed, you must
choose the other option. (eg if you roll an 8 and your Leader has already gained two points of
Weapon Skill, then you must choose the Ballistic Skill upgrade, you do not re-roll the result).
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The Rules of Engagement
In order for the rules of Warhammer Fantasy Battle to work on a skirmish scale, the following changes
are applied:










Each model is treated as an individual unit in all respects.
Each model has a 360 degree line of sight for all purposes including shooting and declaring
charges.
Combat Resolution: Only wounds caused in combat count towards combat resolution.
Units that outnumber the enemy in combat (based only on the number of models in the
combat) count as being steadfast.
Buildings are treated as impassable terrain.
All Forests are treated as Mysterious.
All models in your Regiment must deploy on the table to start with. They may not sneak,
tunnel, fly, scout, magically portal, lurk beneath the sands, mine or in any way be anywhere
except in your deployment zone when the game starts.
Routing: When a Regiment is reduced to less than half of its starting models it counts as being
“Broken”. At the very beginning of a Regiments Player Turn in which his Regiment is Broken,
that player must take a Leadership test on the highest Leadership available in his Regiment. Do
not count fleeing units or units that have been destroyed when determining which Leadership
value to use. If the Rout test is failed, the game immediately ends and Victory Points are
scored as detailed above. Please note you must take this test even if your entire Regiment (or
all that is left of it) is Unbreakable, Immune to Psychology, etc.
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Scenarios
At the start of each game, the following table should be consulted to determine which scenario will be
played:
D6
1-3
4
5
6

Scenario
Breakthrough
Loot the Battlefield
Assassination
Desecrate the Shrine

VICTORY POINTS
The standard Victory Points for all Scenarios are earned as follows:
Dead or Fled: As Described on page 143 of the Warhammer Rulebook.
Give Them No Quarter!: Gain 50 Victory Points for the first time your opponent takes a Rout test.
Not So Inspiring Now….: If the enemy Leader has been killed or has fled the table for any reason it is
worth an extra 40 Victory Points on top of his cost. (This covers his free champion upgrade and 20
points of magic items)
One Too Many Battles: If an enemy Dog of War has been killed or has fled the table for any reason
each is worth an extra 10 Victory Points. Please note that if your Leader is also a Dog of War he will be
worth the points for being both a Dog of War and a Leader –slaying such a mighty individual is to be
rewarded after all!
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SCENARIO 1– BREAKTHROUGH
Regiments of Renown have never had it easy. Sometimes you meet the enemy as you are marching to
battle, sometimes you are sent on a do-or-die scouting mission from which there is little hope of return.
Either way, the stoic heroes of such regiments take such things in their stride – it’s what they are here
for after all. As both Regiments sight the enemy, there is little time for in depth planning – it’s simply
fight to the end!

THE ARMIES
The player chooses his force using the rules
in the Regiment of Renown rules pack.

Breakthrough

THE BATTLEFIELD

You score additional Victory Points for every one of your non-

The battle will be fought on a 4’x4’ table.
There should be a generous amount of
terrain on the table, either agreed by
opponents before the game or alternately or
randomly deployed.

fleeing models in your opponents Deployment Zone at the end of

the game. Each model will score Victory Points equal to its cost.
E.g. A Night Goblin with a bow would score 3 Victory Points, a
Chaos Knight would score 40.

DEPLOYMENT
Roll off to see which player picks which half of the table they will deploy in. Their opponent will deploy
in the other half. In case of a draw, just roll until each player gets a different result.
The player who won the roll off then deploys their entire Regiment within 12” of their board edge.
Remember, every model is an individual unit and all unit must start the game deployed on the table as
per the Rules of Engagement on page 11.

FIRST TURN
After deployment, the player that deployed second rolls a dice. On the roll of a 6 that player chooses
who takes the first turn. On the roll of a 1-5 the player that deployed first chooses who takes the first
turn.

GAME LENGTH
The game will last until the time runs out (40 mins) or until one player’s Regiment routs, whichever
comes first. No additional turns may be played after this point for the purposes of collecting tokens or
moving models into the enemy deployment zone etc.

VICTORY P OINTS
The standard Victory Points rules from page 11 are used.
In addition see the “Breakthrough” rules on this page.
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SCENARIO 2– LOOT THE BATTLEFIELD
The main battle is over and scores of wounded soldiers from both sides lie dying in the mud. Some lie
bleeding, weapons in hand, whispering prayers to their gods for a noble death. Others clutch family
heirlooms, lucky trinkets or favours from long lost lovers. Regardless of what the poor scum are hiding,
pretty soon they'll be dead, and as the sun sets, your regiment sifts its way through the carnage looking
for anything worth a few coins.

THE ARMIES
The player chooses his force
using the rules in the Regiment
of Renown rules pack.

THE BATTLEFIELD
The battle will be fought on a
4’x4’ table. There should be a
generous amount of terrain on
the table, either agreed by
opponents before the game or
alternately or randomly
deployed.

DEPLOYMENT
Roll off to see which player picks
which half of the table they will
deploy in. Their opponent will
deploy in the other half. In case
of a draw, just roll until each
player gets a different result.

Battlefield Loot
Each player must have 5 Battlefield Loot tokens (25mm round markers).
Before deployment but after rolling for table sides, players must alternately
deploy their tokens. Tokens may be placed anywhere in the opposing player’s
table half, no closer than 8” to another token.
Any unengaged model may pick up one of their OWN tokens at the end of the
movement phase providing they are within 1” of the token, and there are no
enemy models within 1” of the token. Models may not pick up enemy tokens
not may a model be placed directly on top of any token.
At the end of the game, each token succefully picked up by your regiments
provides a bonus +20VPs. Each token also provides 10 Gold Pieces (GP) as your
Regiment has managed to sell their loot after the battle, consult the following

table to choose how to spend your hard earned gold! (each item may be
purchased multiple times, within the limit of your total gold!)
T RADING POST
10 GP- an additional hand weapon
20 GP– a suit of light armour
30 GP- a Flail
40 GP- a suit of Heavy Armour
50 GP– a Healing Potion for your Leader (see WHFB Rulebook)

See the Battlefield Loot rules on
this page.
The player who won the roll off then deploys their entire Regiment within 12” of their board edge.
Remember, every model is an individual unit and all unit must start the game deployed on the table as
per the Rules of Engagement on page 11.

FIRST TURN
After deployment, the player that deployed second rolls a dice. On the roll of a 6 that player chooses
who takes the fi rst turn. On the roll of a 1-5 the player that deployed first chooses who takes the first
turn.

GAME LENGTH
The game will last until the time runs out (40mins) or until one player’s Regiment routs, whichever
comes first. No additional turns may be played after this point for the purposes of collecting tokens or
moving models into the enemy deployment zone etc.

VICTORY P OINTS
The standard Victory Points rules from page 11 are used. In addition see the “Battlefield Loot” rules on
this page.
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SCENARIO 3– ASSASSINATION
The long, gruelling war campaign is taking its toll on both sides. Your general has resorted to ordering
your regiment to sneak into the enemy encampment and assassinate one of the enemy commanders,
hoping to cause chaos on the battlefield when troops take to the field leaderless. Unfortunately, the
enemy have had the exact same idea and your Regiment must now complete their dishonourable task
while ensuring their own leader is kept safe from harm!

THE ARMIES
The player chooses his force using
the rules in the Regiment of
Renown rules pack.

THE BATTLEFIELD
The battle will be fought on a 4’x4’
table. There should be a generous
amount of terrain on the table,
either agreed by opponents before
the game or alternately or
randomly deployed.

Assassination
Your regiment is trying to get in, kill the enemy leader and get out as quickly
and silently as possible.
The objective is to kill the enemy leader (worth the usual 40pts) and escape

from the battlefield. Each model who leaves any board edge after killing the
enemy leader generates its own cost in bonus VPs. eg/ A Night Goblin would
generate 3VPs. A Chaos Knight would generate 40VPs. If you successfully
assassinate the enemy leader and your own leader survives, instead of rolling
on the Leader Kills chart at the end of the game count the result as an
automatic 14+ instead. (allowing you to choose a statistic to increase).

DEPLOYMENT
Roll off to see which player picks which half of the table they will deploy in. Their opponent will deploy
in the other half. In case of a draw, just roll until each player gets a different result.
The player who won the roll off then deploys their entire Regiment within 12” of their board edge.
Remember, every model is an individual unit and all unit must start the game deployed on the table as
per the Rules of Engagement on page 11.

FIRST TURN
After deployment, the player that deployed second rolls a dice. On the roll of a 6 that player chooses
who takes the first turn. On the roll of a 1-5 the player that deployed first chooses who takes the first
turn.

GAME LENGTH
The game will last until the time runs out (40 mins) or until one player’s Regiment routs, whichever
comes first. No additional turns may be played after this point for the purposes of collecting tokens or
moving models into the enemy deployment zone etc.

VICTORY P OINTS
The standard Victory Points rules from page 11 are used.
In addition see the “Assassination” rules on this page.
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SCENARIO 4– DESECRATE THE SHRINE
Soldiers encamped at the edges of a battlefield often erect makeshift shrines at which to worship their
gods before a battle. Empire soldiery might set up a shrine to Sgmar at which to pray for his blessing.
Elves may pay homage to Isha in a sacred forest clearing away from the main encampment. Beastmen
erect huge herdstones at which they pile the weapons and hides of their fallen enemies to seek the
attention of the Chaos gods. Regardless, your Regiment has decided to take on a mission to destroy the
enemy shrine, not only to damage the morale of the enemy, but also to seek the favour of their own
deities.

Desecrate the Shrine

THE ARMIES
The player chooses his force using the
rules in the Regiment of Renown rules
pack.

When deploying Scenery, choose two pieces of scenery to be shrines,
placed in opposite board corners. (6” from the back and right hand
board edge of each player’s deployment zone).

THE BATTLEFIELD

When an unengaged model is in base contact with the shrine at the

The battle will be fought on a 4’x4’ table.
There should be a generous amount of
terrain on the table, either agreed by
opponents before the game or alternately
or randomly deployed. See the “Desecrate
the Shrine” rules on this page.

end of the movement phase they can attempt to desecrate the
shrine by passing a leadership test. Desecrating the enemy shrine
grants 100 bonus victory points. If you successfully desecrate the
enemy shrine without your own being destroyed by the end of the
game, you gain the favour of the gods. You may reroll any single dice
in your next game.

DEPLOYMENT
Roll off to see which player picks which half of the table they will deploy in. Their opponent will deploy
in the other half. In case of a draw, just roll until each player gets a different result.
The player who won the roll off then deploys their entire Regiment within 12” of their board edge.
Remember, every model is an individual unit and all unit must start the game deployed on the table as
per the Rules of Engagement on page 11.

FIRST TURN
After deployment, the player that deployed second rolls a dice. On the roll of a 6 that player chooses
who takes the first turn. On the roll of a 1-5 the player that deployed first chooses who takes the first
turn.

GAME LENGTH
The game will last until the time runs out (40 mins) or until one player’s Regiment routs, whichever
comes first. No additional turns may be played after this point for the purposes of collecting tokens or
moving models into the enemy deployment zone etc.

VICTORY P OINTS
The standard Victory Points rules from page 11 are used.
In addition see the “Desecrate the Shrine” rules on this page.
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Example Regiments
THE DEATH’S HEADS– JON KERR
Jon: After seeing an army blog on Warseer where a guy had done an entire Halberdier unit based on
the artwork from the Heraldry of the Empire book, I really like the idea of the Death’s Heads Regiment.
I wanted to do a display base large enough to print the original artwork on to reinforce the fact the
Regiment wasn’t something I’d made up, and came from an actual GW source book.
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The Death’s Heads of Ostermark formed during the reign of Vlad von Carstein.
Subjugating Sylvania was not enough for the Vampire Count as he spread his realm, preparing to
launch what history calls the Vampire Wars. Those who dared to defy this draconian rule
disappeared. Informers were everywhere. In the town of Essen those willing to fight left behind
the purple and yellow of old regiments and formed a new unit garbed in sombre black and red.
Masks were worn to keep their identities secret.
After freeing Essen the unit gained notoriety on many battlefields, taking the fight into Sylvania
after the great victory of Hel Fenn.
Ser Kerr of Essen- Regiment Leader,
Greatsword (11) Champion (10) Dog of War- 5+
Regen Magic Items: Dragonhelm (10), Potion of Foolhardiness (5), Luckstone (5)
Von Sumpf- Regimental Standard Bearer , Swordsman (7) Dog of War- Regimental Standard
Koertig Schwarz – Knight of Morr,
Inner Circle Knight (25) Dogs of War- Hatred
Her Klein- Death’s Head Halberdier,
Her Eberhardt- Death’s Head Halberdier,
Her Gloeckner- Death’s Head Halberdier ,
Her Faber- Death’s Head Halberdier,

Halberdier (6) Shield (1)
Halberdier (6) Shield (1)
Halberdier (6) Shield (1)
Halberdier (6) Shield (1

Her Holtzmann- Death’s Head Crossbowman
Crossbowman (9)
Her Jaeger- Death’s Head Crossbowman Crossbowman (9)
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QUESTING KNIGHTS – MING (AKA THORNSHIELD)
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RESERVED FOR MORE REGIMENTS
Please send in your fully painted Regiments to TaleOfFourGeeks@gmail.com and I’ll try to feature as
many of them as possible here. Include your army list a short blurb with fluff/background.
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